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Abstract: The biomedical field still requires composite materials for medical devices and tissue
engineering model design. As part of the pursuit of non-animal and non-proteic scaffolds, we
propose here a cellulose-based material. In this study, 9%, 18% and 36% dialdehyde-functionalized
microcrystalline celluloses (DAC) were synthesized by sodium periodate oxidation. The latter was
subsequently coupled to PVA at ratios 1:2, 1:1 and 2:1 by dissolving in N-methyl pyrrolidone and
lithium chloride. Moulding and successive rehydration in ethanol and water baths formed soft
hydrogels. While oxidation effectiveness was confirmed by dialdehyde content determination for all
DAC, we observed increasing hydrolysis associated with particle fragmentation. Imaging, FTIR and
XDR analysis highlighted an intertwined DAC/PVA network mainly supported by electrostatic inter-
actions, hemiacetal and acetal linkage. To meet tissue engineering requirements, an interconnected
porosity was optimized using 0–50 µm salts. While the role of DAC in strengthening the hydrogel
was identified, the oxidation ratio of DAC showed no distinct trend. DAC 9% material exhibited the
highest indirect and direct cytocompatibility creating spheroid-like structures. DAC/PVA hydrogels
showed physical stability and acceptability in vivo that led us to propose our DAC 9%/PVA based
material for soft tissue graft application.

Keywords: cellulose dialdehyde; PVA; regeneration process; porous three-dimensional scaffold;
biomedical use

1. Introduction

Among recent technologies deployed in tissue engineering or regenerative medicine,
scaffold creation is a major strategy for the replacement or repair of soft tissues such as skin,
nerves, tendons, ligaments, and cartilage. Clinicians need ready-to-use and easy-to-handle
devices to replace the traditionally preferred grafts which are, however, limited in terms of
availability, compatibility and rejection. The overall goal of a biocompatible scaffold is to
promote and drive the cell regenerative response which supports cell signalling toward
adhesion, proliferation and extracellular matrix (ECM) deposition while the material
degrades in a controllable and non-toxic manner.

Hydrogels are water-swollen macromolecular networks of hydrophilic polymers that
can be formed either by physical gelation through variations of temperature, pH, ionic
content or freeze-thaw method, or through chemical gelation under covalent cross-linking
via chemical conjugation or polymerization generating nanosized pores [1]. Unfortunately,
most of the time, these chemical reactions require toxic or harmful reagents such as car-
bodiimides or dialdehydes (mainly glutaraldehyde). For tissue engineering applications,
hydrogels should exhibit high porosity, tissue-like water content, injectability; and tunable
permeability, degradability and mechanical property. However, their nanosized mesh lim-
its nutrients and cellular wastes diffusion, drastically inhibiting cell settlement, attachment
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and proliferation, as well as neo-tissue formation [2]. Thus, additional macro-porosity is
often provided through particle leaching, freeze-drying, gas foaming or electrospinning [3].

Natural biomaterials such as proteins or polysaccharides exhibit biocompatibility and
degradability due to their resemblance to tissue extracellular matrix [4]. However, they
often demonstrate poor mechanical properties. Therefore, combining them with synthetic
polymers such as polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), polycaprolactone (PCL), poly-ethylene-
glycol (PEG), poly-L-lactic acid (PLA), composite hydrogel design tends to enhance their
high stretchability and soft tissue-like stiffness [5]. The benefits of composite materials are
thus widely recognized and actively investigated [6]. A particular impulse is emerging for
the development of cellulosic materials combined with other natural polymers including
chitosan, starch, alginates, collagen and hyaluronic acid [7].

Cellulose, the main constituent of higher plants cell walls, is the Earth’s most abundant
organic biopolymer. It can be easily extracted as microcrystals, nanocrystals and nanofibrils
from rice husk, raw cotton sliver and sisal, as well as from waste paper and agricultural
by-products using usual chemical procedures such as acid hydrolysis, chlorination, alkaline
extraction, and bleaching [8–12]. Made up of O glycosidic β-(1→4) linked polymer of D-
glucose sub-units, cellulose is a hydrophilic fibrous biopolymer featuring both amorphous
and crystalline zones held together by Van der Waals forces and hydrogen bonds. The
cellulose hydrophobic sheet association and all interchained hydrogen bonding networks
stabilize a crystal-like structure limiting its solubility in water and organic solvents that
complicates its handling [13]. Recently, some progress was made for dissolving polysaccha-
rides such as starch or cellulose by using ionic liquids or LiCl dissolved in organic solvents
such as DMF [14,15]. To date, cellulosic based materials in development take numerous
forms: hydrogel films, three-dimensional scaffolds or drug delivery systems (DDS), mainly
for their great mechanical strengthening properties and well-known biocompatibility and
biodegradability [16,17]. For these purposes, cellulose derivatives could be functionalised
via silyl groups, carboxylic acid or aldehydes functions to engage physical and chemical
interactions with various other polymers [18–20].

Among all chemically modified cellulose, one of the most promising candidates re-
mains the dialdehyde cellulose (DAC) that expresses a reduced number of hydrogen bonds
and weakened inter-chains interactions due to the controlled level of oxidation for the
glucose subunits. When oxidized, a glucose sub-unit is currently cleaved between two
neighbouring carbons holding the −OH functions, this leads to the formation of two
distinct aldehyde functions. Thus, the material is expected to become easily soluble in
an amide-type solvent such as N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) or N,N-dimethylacetamide
(DMAc) containing a slight amount of LiCl [21]. For our experiments, we focused exclu-
sively on NMP in regards to its relatively good biological tolerance and its ability to form
an organogel when filled with PVA before to the solubilisation of cellulose at an elevated
temperature [22].

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is one of the synthetic polymers that can be sustainably
produced by the successive conversion of bio-based ethanol to ethylene, forming the vinyl
acetate monomers polymerized to produce bio-sourced PVA, followed by subsequent
cleavage of the successive acetyl groups [23–25]. PVA is a synthetic polymer presenting
hydrogel self-assembling abilities under repeated freeze-thaw cycles through physical
crosslinking of side hydroxyl groups offering tunable mechanical properties [26]. Its
high hydrophilicity without functional groups such as COOH or NH2 makes the PVA
inherently non-adhesive to proteins but also to cells unable to engage binding surface
receptors, favouring cell-cell interactions [27,28]. PVA-coated surfaces have allowed for
the formation of reproducible sized spheroids for glioma, dental pulp or hair follicle cells
showing excellent cell activity, migration and regenerative potential [29–31]. Interestingly,
the poor bioactivity of PVA can be balanced through combination with polymers of higher
adhesive properties or conjugation with adhesive proteins [32–34].

In this work, we aimed at developing and characterizing a cellulose/PVA material
modulating DAC oxidation degree and DAC/PVA ratio, for versatile uses as implantable
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matrices for soft tissue filling or innovative tissue engineering initiatives. Through the
meticulous selection of the components (MCC, PVA) and solvents (NMP, ethanol and
water), the limitation of the number and duration of reactions, we offer an eco-friendly,
economical and easy-to-scale solution for the development of cellulose-based materials.

2. Materials and Methods

All chemicals were purchased from ACROS Organics, Carlsbad, CA, USA unless
otherwise stated.

2.1. Cellulosic Scaffold Fabrication

The chemical reactions corresponding to the protocol are shown in Figure 1. Extra
pure microcrystalline cellulose (mean particles size: 90 µm) was suspended with 6.25,
12.5 or 25% w/w sodium periodate in water for 4 h reaction at 90◦C under conventional
thermal heating with stirring and reflux. Dried DAC powders with theoretical molar
dialdehyde content of 9, 18 and 36% were stored at room temperature (RT). Reaction yield
is determined from the dried product mass. For the formulation of DAC/PVA (2:1), 3.2 g
of DAC and 1.6 g of fully hydrolysed PVA (Sigma Aldrich) were suspended in 20 mL
of concentrated 1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP; 99.5% Extra Dry) at 12% w/w Lithium
chloride (LiCl; 99%) for 20 min reaction at 90◦C under conventional thermal heating with
constant stirring. The resulting paste was deposited in pre-made PDMS moulds forming
cylindrical samples 16 mm in diameter and 3 mm thick following successive immersion in
absolute ethanol (Fisher Bioreagents, Waltham, MA, USA) and ultra-pure water (Millipore,
Burlington, MA, USA).
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DAC/PVA ratio was also modulated to 1:1 and 1:2. Macro-porosity is promoted by
1 g/mL NaCl (0–500 µm and 50–100 µm; VWR Chemicals; Radnor, PA, USA) addition
before casting. Long-term storage of the resulted DAC/PVA scaffolds was ensured in
absolute ethanol at 4 ◦C.
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2.2. Characterisation of Dialdehyde Celluloses (DACs)
2.2.1. FE-SEM Observations of DACs Morphology

Each set of oxidised cellulose powder was observed using scanning electron mi-
croscopy (XL 30-ESEM FEG, Philips, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The surface of cellu-
lose particles was quantified using Image J software [35].

2.2.2. Quantification of the Aldehyde Content (DC %)

For each DAC sample, the degree of oxidation was estimated following 2 distinct
methods: 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH) and hydroxylamine hydrochloride. For
the DNPH method using each sample, 0.1 g of DAC to be tested were dissolved under
stirring at room temperature (RT) for 4 h in 30 mL of 16.77 mM DNPH in acidified methanol
solution. The reacted yellowed cellulose was filtered, washed with acetone before being
dried and weighed. The filtrate was diluted in 400 mL of distilled water. Non-reacted
DPNH solution absorbances were measured by UV spectroscopy at 350 nm. The dialdehyde
content was thus determined using a calibration curve prepared with DNPH acidified
methanol solutions varying from 2.0 to 17 mM. For the hydroxylamine method [36] and
each sample, 0.1 g of DAC to be tested were dissolved under stirring at RT for 3 h in
25 mL of 25 mM hydroxylamine hydrochloride (NH2OH·HCl) at initial pH of 3.4. Released
hydrochloric acid acidifying the solution were then dosed back raising the pH to the initial
one via a NaOH solution (0.1 M) under stirring and measurement with a pH meter. The
dialdehyde content was thus determined as:

DC(%) =
VNaOH × CNaOH

msample ×Mw
× 1

2
× 100 (1)

where Mw represents the molar weight of the dialdehyde cellulose unit (160 g·mol−1).

2.3. Physico-Chemical Characterisations of DAC/PVA Scaffolds
2.3.1. Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR)

FTIR spectra of dried materials of PVA, 9%, 18% or 36% DAC/PVA (2:1) were recorded
with an FT-IR 4000 (Jasco, Tsukuba, Japan) in a range of 400 to 4000 cm−1 operated at
4 cm−1 resolution using KBr method.

2.3.2. X-ray Diffraction Analysis (XDR)

XDR w recorded on an X’pert MRD diffractometer (Pan Analytic/Philips, Eindhoven,
the Netherlands; 40 Kv, 30 mA) using Cu Kα (λ = 0.151418 nm) radiation. Scans were
performed over a 2θ range from 0 to 55, with a step size of 0.018◦ with a counting time
per step of 5 s. The crystallinity index of the cellulosic samples was calculated based on
equation (1), where the crystalline ICr and the amorphous Iam components are both defined
as the peak intensity at 2θ of 22.7◦ and the minimum intensity around 2θ of 18◦ [37]:

I =
(ICr − Iam)

ICr
× 100 (2)

2.3.3. Structure Observations

The microstructure and nanostructure of the DAC/PVA composite scaffolds were
evaluated using scanning electron microscopy (XL 30-ESEM FEG, Philips, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands) using ethanol dehydrated and dried samples. Rehydrated samples were
stained for 15 min with a drop of Calcofluor White Stain and a drop of 10% potassium
hydroxide then rinsed in large amounts of water. Cellulose contents of the scaffolds
were observed at 433 nm using epifluorescence microscopy (Leica DMI6000 B, Leica
Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany).
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2.3.4. Degree of Pore Connectivity, Total Water Content and Swelling Ratio Evaluations

DAC/PVA composites pastilles were weighted at several stages: hydrated (mh),
dehydrated (mw) gently wicked on absorbent paper to remove water entrapped into
scaffold cavities and dried (md) under laboratory hood for 24 h. The swelling ratio of
the scaffold was recorded via mass measurement (ms) upon rehydration into ultrapure
water every 15 min for one hour and then regularly until no further mass fluctuations were
observed. The degree of pore connectivity (PC), total water content (Qw) and Swelling
ratio (α) were calculated as:

PC =
(mh −mw)

mh
× 100 (3)

QW =
(mh −md)

mh
(4)

α =
ms

md
(5)

2.4. Mechanical Characterization of Cellulosic Scaffold
2.4.1. Uniaxial Compressive Test

Uniaxial compression tests were conducted on overnight rehydrated cylindrical cellu-
losic hydrogels (16 mm diameter, 3 mm thick). The wet samples were compressed with
a 22 N load cell at a rate of 0.6 mm/min to 35% strain using a Synergie 400 mechanical
testing system (MTS system, Eden Prairie, MN, USA). The Young’s modulus was obtained
as the slope of the stress-strain curve between 10–20% deformation, avoiding any surface
detection bias.

2.4.2. Nanoindentation

Cellulosic hydrogel Young’s moduli were estimated using a PIUMA CHIARO nanoin-
dentation system (Optics11, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). A colloidal probe with a
cantilever stiffness of 0.47 N/m and a diameter of 28.5 µm was used. For each hydrogel
formulation, three separate samples were tested at five locations by indentation of 15,000
nm at 3 nm/s. Before testing, calibration of the cantilever sensitivity was performed by
indenting a hard surface (e.g., Petri dish).

2.5. Biological Characterisation of Cellulosic Scaffold

Unless otherwise specified, all reagents were purchased from Gibco, Grand Island,
NE, USA. The experiments were performed on DAC/PVA scaffolds (2:1) with 9%, 18% and
36% DAC.

2.5.1. Cytotoxicity Testing

Extracts of sterile materials were formulated following the ISO 109933-5 standards.
As a positive control, latex was extracted at 6 cm2/mL and test cellulosic materials at
1.25 cm2/mL for 24 h at 37 ◦C on stirring in DMEM medium supplemented with 10%
SVF, PenStrep (100 U/mL, 100 µg/mL) and L-glutamine 2 mM. 100 µL of extracts were
deposited on L929 mice fibroblast cell monolayers (ATCC-CCL-1, ATCC, Manassas, VA,
USA) pre-cultured for 24 h in 96-well plates and incubated for an additional 24 h at 37 ◦C
in the presence of 5% CO2. The medium was then substituted with 120 µL of MTS solution
(1:5; Promega, Madison, WI, USA) in a complete medium for 2 h at 37 ◦C. The absorbance
was read at 490 nm. The viability percentage for each material was determined as the
absorbance ratio to the untreated control. According to the standards, an extract inducing
over 70% viability was considered non-toxic.

2.5.2. HDF Cell Adhesion, Viability, Proliferation and In Vitro Tissue Building Assessments

Neonatal human dermal fibroblasts (HDFn, C-004-5C, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA) were grown in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% FCS (Hyclone, Logan,
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UT, USA), 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin at 37 ◦C
with 5% CO2. For all experiments, cellulosic materials were seeded with 250,000 HDFn
cells. Cell adhesion was examined at 48 h of culture on samples fixed for 15 min with 4%
PFA, permeabilized for 5 min with 0.1% Triton X-100, saturated for 10 min with 1% BSA
and stained for 30 min with phalloidin/DAPI (1/1000; 1/200) at room temperature in the
dark. The nucleus and the actin cytoskeleton were respectively revealed by DAPI and
Phalloidin (Ex/Em: 493/517 nm; Ex/Em: 340/488 nm) using confocal microscopy (Zeiss
LSM 710, Oberkochen, Germany). Cell viability was also checked at 48 h of culture by
30 min treatment with Fixable Dead Cell Stain, followed by DAPI/Phalloidin staining. To
visualise long term cell organisation within the matrix, seeded DAC/PVA scaffolds were
maintained in culture for 3 weeks and then stained for DAPI/Phalloidin

2.5.3. Implantation in an Athymic Mice Model

Pathogen-free 5-week-old male athymic mice (Rj: NMRI-Foxn1 nu/nu, JANVIER
LABS, Le Genest-Saint-Isle, France; 30 g) were housed in polycarbonate cages, in a tem-
perature and humidity-controlled room, and had free access to food and water ad libitum.
All the in-vivo experiments were approved by the “Comité Régional d’Ethique en Matière
d’Expérimentation Animale de Picardie” (CREMEAP; C2EA-96) and were done in com-
pliance with European directive 2010-EU63. Ethanol sterilized DAC/PVA scaffolds were
implanted subcutaneously on the backs of athymic mice. The animals were sacrificed
after one month and their skins at implantation point were harvested, observed under a
microscope and processed under classical histology procedures (Althisia, Troyes, France).
An anatomopathological study of the haematoxylin eosin-stained sections was performed
by a veterinary pathologist and ranked as follow (SCIEMPATH BIO, Larcay, Belgium).
Local inflammation scores at the implantation site were calculated ranging from 0 (absent)
to 4 (severe) following the ISO10993-6 considering the infiltration of cellular inflammation
at the interface of the material, the presence of fibrosis/fibrous capsule surrounding the
injected filler, necrosis and tissue degeneration. A score of 0 designates that the absence
of inflammatory reaction as the cellularity at the interface is similar to the non-injected
adjacent dermis. Scores of 1 to 4 were respectively attributed when no inflammatory
reaction, low focal to multifocal inflammatory reaction, moderate multifocal to diffuse
inflammatory and severe inflammatory reaction showing extensive infiltrates, necrosis or
fibrosis were observed at the implant interface.

2.6. Statistics

Data are shown as mean ± standard deviations (SD). To determine significant statisti-
cal differences, the one-way ANOVA tests and Tukey test were used. Statistical significance
was represented as p-values < 0.05 (*), p-values < 0.01 (**) and p-values < 0.001 (***).

3. Results
3.1. Impact of the Oxidation Level on the DAC Particle Size

Extra pure microcrystalline cellulose was oxidised with 6.25, 12.5 or 25% w/w sodium
periodate to obtain three different DAC powders. Yields of 90–95% were obtained for
DAC 9% and 18%, while a loss in mass of 40% was observed for DAC 36%. These DAC
powders were observed by scanning electron microscopy and quantified by measuring the
surface area, the aspects displayed by the cellulose particles show, in Figure 2, a significant
fragmentation of the particles compared to the commercial microcrystalline cellulose. After
oxidation, a global disappearance of >50,000 µm2 particles, a 50% decrease of 5000 to
50,000 µm2 particles and a multiplication of 50 to 100 µm2 particles going from 47% to
62–74% of total particles were observed. The presence of the generated dialdehyde groups
and material crystallinity were also investigated later, respectively, by FTIR and XRD
studies when DAC powders were included in the composite hydrogels.
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In parallel to the size and shape investigations, the number of aldehyde functions
(CHO) was evaluated upon reaction with DNPH in acidic conditions. Indeed, aldehydes
were converted to DNP through the formation of hydrazones. The quantification of the
unreacted DNPH enabled the determination of the DNPH consumption which gave an
aldehyde content estimation in Table 1. The tests were performed in triplicate to ensure the
reproducibility of the method. Based on this principle, DNPH assays showed aldehyde
levels of 5.3% and 11.3% in the DAC 9% and 18% samples respectively. The precise
determination of CHO contents was not possible for the 36% sample due to the variability
in the UV measurement response. This result can be currently explained by the instability
of the opened glucose ring in strongly oxidized DAC, especially in presence of primary
amines as for DNPH. The non-linearity of Schiff base formation for DAC has already been
demonstrated, lower levels of imine formation than the actual amount of CHO groups
were observed [38]. On the other hand, the hydroxylamine hydrochloride reacted with
aldehydes to form oximes and thus released hydrochloric acid (HCl) causing the pH drop
of the medium. By titration of HCl with NaOH solution, it was possible to determine the
molar number of aldehyde functions grafted on the surface of the polysaccharide backbone.
Using this method, rates of 32.7%, 11.7% and 9% were obtained for DAC 36%, 18% and 9%
respectively.

Table 1. DNPH/Hydroxylamine CHO dosage (n = 3).

Theoretical DAC Levels (%)
Experimental DAC Levels

Obtained via
DNPH Method (%)

Experimental DAC Levels
Obtained via

Hydroxylamine Method (%)

9 5.3 ± 0.6 9.0 ± 1.0
18 11.3 ± 0.6 11.7 ± 1.5
36 ND 32.7 ± 0.6

3.2. Strategy for Producing the DAC/PVA Scaffolds

The proposed protocol for the synthesis and shaping of cellulose/PVA scaffolds based
on the functionalization of cellulose through aldehyde functions via classical sodium
periodate oxidation was schematized in Figure 3. For all DAC/PVA formulations, the
scaffold fabrication was allowed via a performant remodelling of both polymeric cellulose
and PVA networks using a simple degeneration process in an NMP/LiCl system, followed
by the regeneration of a dual robust composite in ethanol. A cohesive material can be
obtained starting from a 9% dialdehyde functionalization and a DAC/PVA ratio of 1:2.
Progressive heating of the polymer suspension led to complete dissolution of the powders
between 30 and 50 ◦C, gelation of the PVA around 70 ◦C and finally to the formation of a
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smooth, viscous and homogeneous paste when the temperature of 90 ◦C was reached. The
gradual reconstitution of the networks in ethanol generated a hard and rigid hydrogel that
became flexible once fully hydrated in water.
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Figure 3. Photographs of the moulding process and formulation of scaffolds based on partial dialdehyde cellulose (here,
DAC 9%/PVA (2:1) 0–500 µm NaCl).

In Figure 4, the XRD profiles of the cellulosic materials demonstrated a diffuse peak
from 15◦ to 16◦ and 3 additional peaks at 20 ◦C, 22.5◦ and 40◦ respectively attributed to
the (100),

(
110

)
, (012), (200) and (004) crystallographic planes. This type of profile was

identical to what is commonly observed for type I microcrystalline cellulose [39–41]. More-
over, these profiles differed greatly from the PVA pattern. The crystallinity of the scaffolds
was thus essentially related to their microcrystalline cellulose composition (I = 68%) [42].
The crystallinity index of the cellulosic samples based on DAC 9%, 18% and 36% were,
respectively, 62.5, 62.3 and 51.0%. The crystallinity of the samples decreased progressively
by oxidation with sodium periodate, demonstrating aldehyde functions formation starting
from the furanose ring opening essentially localized at cellulose backbone extremities. The
peak at 40◦ disappeared in the case of DAC 36%, suggesting a slight modification of chains
conformation. For DAC 9% and 18%, as all the signals were observed, long domains of the
cellulose backbone were assumed to remain unchanged.
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Figure 4. PVA and DAC-based composite scaffolds (a) XRD diffractograms; (b) FT-IR spectra.

The FTIR spectra logically displayed signature signals for PVA and cellulose, both
basic constituents of the materials. For DAC, a detailed description of the FT-IR spectrum
can be found in the literature [43]. For PVA, at 3373 cm−1 the broadband (I) corresponds
to hydroxyl OH groups involved in intermolecular and intramolecular hydrogen bonds.
The 2918 cm−1 bands (II) and 1439 cm−1 bands represent CH polymer backbone stretching.
The CH2 from the long alkyl chain vibrations were observed at 2052 cm−1. The 1728 cm−1
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inflexion and 1097–1149 cm−1 multiple bands, in the fingerprint region (III), report C-
O stretching. There, the 1145 cm−1 band is associated with PVA crystallinity nature
(red) [44–47]. These peaks were found on the spectra of cellulosic materials, attesting to the
maintenance of the PVA structure.

As cellulose shares groups in common with PVA, many bands were found to be in
common (grey) especially in regions I, II and III. For better visualization of the fingerprint
region, the FTIR spectra limited to region 1800 cm−1 to 700 cm−1 was provided in Supple-
mentary Materials, Figure S1. Cellulose specific vibrations (blue) related to C-O and OH
groups were, respectively, identified at 1057 cm−1 at 1650 cm−1 [48,49]. These predominant
hydroxyl groups in cellulose tend to adsorb moisture. Bound water is therefore most likely
responsible for this last peak [50,51]. Furthermore, the peaks at 1376 and 1021 cm−1 were
attributed to CH2 bending and C-O-C stretching vibration representative of a furanose ring
or glucose sub-unit in the polysaccharide backbone. The characteristic signals of aldehyde
groups currently found that around 1730 cm−1 or 2700 cm−1 do not appear in FT-IR charts
of the formed hydrogels [52]. The presence of C-O vibrations at 1057 cm−1 supported by
those found at 1160 cm−1 as well as the band at OH 890 cm−1, respectively, were attributed
to acetal and hemiacetal bonds [53].

3.3. Structural Characterization of the DAC/PVA Scaffolds

Cellulose/PVA composite hydrogels were produced, controlling DAC degree of oxi-
dation, DAC/PVA ratio and its porosity by the addition of porogen agents. Blue staining
of the cellulose with calcofluor white stain allows for the observation of the macroscopic
organisation of the polymeric network. In Figure 5, the increasing cellulose ratio can be
interpreted as 50–150 µm long microcrystals homogeneously distributed in a hydrogel
loaded with DAC fibres. This gel exhibits a micrometre-sized porosity attributable to
its polymer network. Additional porosity was introduced through the solubilisation of
NaCl salts of diameter calibrated between 0–500 µm or 50–100 µm demonstrating average
diameters respectively of 305.4 ± 65.3 and 69.6 ± 16.2 µm. Homogeneous distribution of
porosity was obtained, but the juxtaposition of the salts does not guarantee the intercon-
nectivity of the pores required for biological applications. Indeed, the hydrogels present
high-water contents (above 75% w/w) and an increasing porosity mediated by salt leaching.
The degree of interconnectivity obtained by absorption of the free water contained in
the hydrogel shows limited interconnectivity with the use of salts 0–500 µm. This was
improved by the calibration of salts at 50–100 µm passing from 47.1 to 56.6%. To determine
scaffolds potential applications in a biomedical context, we had to evaluate their swelling
behaviour and mechanical properties. Dry materials showed similar rehydration profiles.
After 1 h, a maximum swelling was reached. The hydrogel retained 4 to 8 g of water per g
of dried hydrogel, representing 42.6 to 80.0% of the initial average water/dry mass ratio.
The deformation of hydrogel was observed for all samples except for the 9% DAC/PVA
(2:1) samples whose porosity was induced by salts of diameter 0–500 µm.
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Figure 5. (a) Calcofluor white stained DAC 18%/PVA NaCl 0-500 µm scaffolds respectively at ratio 1:2, 1:1 and 2:1
showing cellulosic material (blue; scale bar: 250 µm); (b) Degree of pore connectivity (%v/v) and water content (%w/w)
quantifications modulating salt leaching induced porosity (n = 5); (c) MEB observation of nano and micro porosities of DAC
18%/PVA (2:1) NaCl 0–500 µm scaffold; Calcofluor white stained DAC 9%/PVA (2:1) NaCl 50–100 µm showing enhanced
porosity; (d) Swelling ratio study including photographs of rehydrated DAC/PVA based scaffolds.

In Figure 6, the material mechanics were investigated through the estimation of
Young’s modulus at macroscopic and nanoscopic scales respectively by compression and
nanoindentation. Macroscopically, a gradual increase in DAC proportion significantly
increased the Young’s modulus, as DAC 18%/PVA ratio of (1:2), (1:1) and (2:1) respectively
depict Young’s moduli of 16.16, 24.25 and 57.21 kPa. The degree of oxidation of the
cellulose dialdehyde also seemed to influence the mechanical properties of the hydrogels
since Young’s moduli of 42.81, 57.69, 20.9 kPa are obtained by compression for hydrogels
respectively based on 9%, 18% and 36% DAC. The introduction of salt-leached porosity
significantly increased the stiffness of the material moving from a modulus of 19.05 to
57.21 kPa for a DAC 18%/PVA (2:1) hydrogels. At a nanometric level, when DAC 9% based
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materials demonstrated identical Young’s moduli compared to the macro metric level of
42.86 kPa, DAC 18% and 36% based materials showed lower moduli, respectively, of 12.83
and 36.63 kPa.
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Figure 6. DAC/PVA hydrogels mechanical properties (a) Stress-strain curves obtained by compressive test. Compression
up to 30%, speed: 0.01 mm/s, sensor: 22N (n = 5); (b) Load-deplacement curves obtained upon 15,000 nm at 3 nm/s
nanoindentation. Indenter diameter: 28.5 µm, stiffness: 0.47 N/m (n = 3) (c) Determination of macroscopic and nanoscopic
Young’s modulus. All conditions display *** significance except DAC 9%/PVA (2:1) NaCl < 500 µm samples (*** p-values <
0.001 (ANOVA, Tukey test)).

3.4. Investigation of DAC/PVA Scaffold Potential Use for Tissue Engineering, Implantable
Matrices

Firstly, indirect and direct cell viability were assessed in Figure 7 using regulatory
reference cell lineage L929 and for its intended use, primary neonatal human dermal
fibroblasts HDFn. Thus, L929 viabilities of 126.0, 89.4 and 79.9% were, respectively, obtained
with 9%, 18%, 36% DAC-based hydrogels to a relatively untreated control considered at
100%. The cytotoxic latex used as positive control showed drop-in viability down to 24.9%,
while HDF viabilities of 99.7% and 92.8% were achieved with the 9% and 36% DAC-based
hydrogels.
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Figure 7. (a) DAC/PVA (2:1) NaCl hydrogels cytocompatibility test following the ISO10993 standard protocol (n = 3); (b)
Neonatal human dermal fibroblast (HDFn) cultured on DAC/PVA (2:1) NaCl hydrogels viability assay at 48 h (n = 3);
(c) Observation of adhered HDFn and spheroid-like structure on 9% DAC/PVA (2:1) material. DAPI: cell nucleus (blue);
Phalloidin: cell cytoskeleton (green); White arrow: cellulose. (d) Examination of in vivo biocompatibility and biostability
of nanoporous and macroporous cellulosic materials in a nude mouse model through histological study upon 1-month
subcutaneous implantation (n = 3). *: cellulosic implant; arrow: fibrous capsule.

A low level of viability of 61.2% was reported for 18% oxidized cellulose-based
hydrogel. HDF culture at the surface of porous materials showed good infiltration and pore
occupation, with clusters of cells showing both a spread-out actin cytoskeleton that appears
to anchor to nearby accessible cellulose particles (white arrows), as well as spheroid-like
aggregations of cells.

One-month implantation of all materials in thymus-free nude mice showed no rejec-
tion of the implants, demonstrating their physical stability. As shown in Figure 7d, the
material was completely recovered with no breakage, fragmentation or little to no sign
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of degradation for all porous and non-porous materials. The implanted area showed at
the material interface a thin fibrous capsule presenting mild to moderate neutrophilic and
macrophages inflammatory infiltrates. The DAC/PVA materials (2:1) of DAC 9%, 18%, 36%
displayed mean inflammatory scores of 3, 2.5 and 2.5, respectively (n = 3). The addition of
porosity increased the inflammation score to 3.3 for the DAC 18%/PVA (2:1) material.

4. Discussion

The loss of soft tissue, fatty, fibrous or muscular tissue affects a wide spectrum of
patients, as it is associated with multiple medical conditions related to trauma, burns,
infections, tumour removals, degenerative diseases or autoimmune disorders. In addition
to the physical impact of their tissue loss, patients encounter psychological cues linked
to the loss of normal body contours that only can be remedied by filling in the affected
area. Although common, autologous fat injection presents a need for repeated intervention
questioning resulting viability and short term stability [54,55]. Practitioners are still seeking
an adequate methodology that can sustain stable volume and long-term tissue regeneration.
Thus, biocompatible filling hydrogels such as our DAC/PVA substitute are particularly
promising for the filling of small to large tissue defects.

Our synthesis methodology allowed us to obtain a ready-to-use paste that can be
declined in multiple forms, membrane, scaffold or beads completed by moulding, additive
manufacturing, extrusion or electrospinning mainly for biomedical applications. Regarding
DAC/PVA hydrogel synthesis, effective functionalisation of cellulose was obtained using
the classical periodate sodium oxidation method. While FTIR and XDR proved the absence
of aldehyde groups in our final cellulosic materials, those analyses provide insight into
their formation mechanism, high reactivity and resulting bonding. Thus, FT-IR analysis
highlighted the cellulose and PVA composition of the DAC/PVA materials but did not
distinguish the dialdehyde functions distinctly. Subsequent signals attributed to acetal
and hemiacetal bonds were identified, demonstrating the effectiveness of the NMP/LiCl
system for simultaneously strongly cross-link PVA and DAC and engage electrostatic
interactions to stabilise the hydrogels. XDR demonstrated a significant decrease of the
crystallinity index linked to the cellulose increasing degree of oxidation [56]. This loss of
crystallinity was considered to result from the opening of glucopyranose rings and the
destruction of their ordered packing. This occurs mainly at the extremities of the accessible
polymeric chains generating a fragmentation of the particles by disruption of the interchain
hydrogen bonds [57]. As mentioned in the literature, the number average molecular weight
(Mn) of biopolymers tends to be reduced as a result of oxidation [58]. Given the indirect
evidence of aldehyde groups, further quantifications were undertaken with DNPH and
hydroxylamine hydrochloride to characterise our DAC powders. These methods have
been widely used and prove to be very sensitive and accurate for the quantification of
aldehyde content of polysaccharides [57,59]. Lower rates of respectively 5–9%, 11–12% and
33% were thus obtained for the theoretically 9%, 18% and 36% DAC powders. Cellulose
and DAC powders are difficult to solubilise. Indeed, DAC is hardly soluble in water, even
when heated, especially on dry or less than 75% oxidized products [60]. The aldehyde
functionalities are present in a complex interconverting mixture of hydrates, intramolecular
and intermolecular hemiacetals and acetals formed during reaction and drying and are
therefore not in their free form to react [59,61]. DAC quantifications may be slightly
underestimated by lack of accessibility and difficult reversibility of established bonds in
water. Moreover, under our heating conditions in an acidic medium (post-reaction pH = 4)
and especially in the presence of high concentrations of sodium periodate (36% mol/mol
of cellulose), we observed significant hydrolysis of our product visualized through a
very significant decrease in yield. Indeed, periodate oxidation is an incomplete reaction
whose rate and yield depend on temperature, pH, reaction time and oxidant concentration.
Higher temperature tends to produce better oxidation rates but lower yield, degrading
both oxidant and DAC through acid catalysed cleavage of the β-(1→4) glycosidic bonds,
fragmenting it in a heterogeneous manner [56]. The optimisation of sodium periodate
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oxidation relies on minimising the time and temperature of oxidation to limit cellulose
hydrolysis. The addition of salts such as LiCl proves to be effective for that purpose in
reducing inter and intrachain interactions, but LiCl-catalysed periodate degradation has
also been observed [62]. During our studies, microwave heating has been considered
and tested as a substitute for conventional heating for the reshaping and arrangement of
cellulose and PVA polymers. However, these devices are limited in terms of production
scale, agitation quality and reaction observability. Moreover, the conventional heating
reaction time has been reduced to approach the one used in microwave heating. For our
application, this method has thus lost all interest.

Cellulose/PVA composite hydrogels can be synthesized controlling DAC degree of
oxidation, DAC/PVA ratio and its porosity by the addition of pore-forming agents. The
physical characterization of our hydrogels reveals the homogeneity of the interconnected
micrometric network and the incorporation of microcrystalline cellulose fibres, as well as
the good integration of an additional porosity required for some biomedical applications.
To reach sufficient interconnectivity of our additional porosity, a reduced granulometry
of the salts was used to increase the surface area developed by these salts, thus favouring
their juxtaposition and connection. Additional freezing-thawing was attempted to further
connect the pores but the materials systematically returned to their initial shape, being
very elastic. Their water absorption capacity was assessed to consider possible storage
in a dry state and rehydration for use. However, only the 9% (2:1) NaCl 0–500 µm DAC
samples were able to regain a sufficiently high-water content and shape to be considered.
Indeed, higher oxidation rates of 18% and 36% develop more cross-links and electrostatic
interactions which are not fully recovered when broken by drying. In addition, hydrogels
with large cavities hold more free water and thus rehydrate more efficiently. By modulation
of the DAC/PVA ratio, we find that cellulose stiffens the hydrogel at the macro metric
level, most likely through the crystalline micro cellulose fibres previously observed. More-
over, salts dissolution must generate irreversible dehydration of the material in the pore
area, explaining the observed stiffening of porous hydrogels. The degree of oxidation of
cellulose being largely related to the size of the particles, an impact on the mechanics of the
hydrogel at the macroscopic level is observed when it varies. We assume that the higher
stiffness observed for the 9% and 18% samples are certainly related to the presence of larger
microcrystalline cellulose particles compared to the 36% DAC particles which underwent
more hydrolysis and fragmentation during oxidation. At the nanometric level, the 9% and
36% DAC-based materials show a similar Young’s modulus of about 40 kPa, while at 18%
a significantly lower Young’s modulus is obtained. These observations are most certainly
linked to the organisation of the DAC/PVA network, as well as the nature and density of
the associated interactions and bonds. Our hydrogels have mechanical properties similar
to those of soft tissues whose Young’s moduli range from 0.1 kPa to 1 MPa. By cellularisa-
tion, these matrices tend to stiffen as previously observed by deposition, remodelling and
crosslinking of extracellular matrix protein notably collagen [63].

To consider any biomedical application, a rigorous study of the biological acceptability
of this material has been undertaken. The release media of DAC/PVA hydrogels show
decreasing viability of L929 as the degree of oxidation of DAC increases up to 18% DAC
oxidation, in conformity with the ISO 10993-5 standard. Since PVA is known to be fully
biocompatible, the indirect cytotoxicity observed on L929 is due to the release of cellulose
dialdehyde particles. This same effect has already been observed on the NIH/3T3 fibroblast
line where cell viability drops to 70% for 1.74 mmol/10 g PVA of CHO groups [64]. Despite
being weakly oxidised, DAC predominates in the composition of our hydrogel, reaching
a minimum of 23.38 mmol/10 g PVA at 9%. The absence of toxicity observed below 18%
reflects the full engagement of aldehyde groups in stable linkages non-deleterious at the
cellular level. When seeded on the material surface, the cell-DAC/PVA interaction shows a
correlation between the cell viability of HDFs and the mechanical properties of the material
at the nanometre level. Indeed, HDFs exhibit stronger cell viability for DAC 9% and DAC
36% then DAC 18% material respectively showing Young Modulus of around 37, 13 and
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43 kPa. Although little data is available on DAC/PVA hydrogels, numerous studies show
the positive impact in 2D and 3D of matrix stiffness on fibroblast activity in terms of cell
adhesion, proliferation and migration [65,66]. The DAC 9% /PVA (2:1) matrix appears to
be the most suitable material for in vitro use.

Given that the DAC/PVA materials have substantially identical microenvironments in
their composition, very similar results are subsequently obtained for DAC 9%, 18% and 36%
material during long-term cultivation. As homogeneous and total infiltration of the porous
material is achieved, the induction of porosity with controlled salt granularity proves to be
effective and sufficient in our case. When cultured for 3 weeks, seeded fibroblasts organise
themselves into spheroid-like cell aggregates. Indeed, as a biologically inert polymer, PVA
shows an inability to engage interactions with ECM proteins such as fibronectin, collagen,
laminin and thus associate with cellular integrin receptors. The incorporation of micro-
crystalline cellulose in our hydrogel offers anchorage points for these cellular aggregates.
Indeed, on cellulose surfaces, HDFs can establish cell adhesions and develop filopodia
as the numerous hydroxyl groups on the cellulose surface allow the protein adsorption
required for cell adhesion by electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonds [67–69]. By
chemical functionalization, oxidation, phosphorylation or specific chemical grafting, these
interactions can be promoted to remedy growth factor or FBS supplementation [70]. Me-
chanically confined fibroblast has shown the ability to reprogram in stem-cell-like cells and
rejuvenate [71,72]. In the literature, PVA and bacterial cellulose also demonstrated spheroid
formation and long-term stem-cell maintenance properties [29,73,74]. The potential of these
spheroid-like structures at the surface of our DAC/PVA material is very high, providing
an environment recapitulating the in-vivo complexity better than the traditional 2D or
some 3D cultures. These cells functionality is more representative for pharmacological
model predictivity and exhibit promising regeneration properties for tissue engineering
and regenerative medicine applications.

Implanted DAC/PVA hydrogels exhibit complete stability by a month of implantation,
a mild inflammation characterised by extensive neutrophil and macrophage infiltration
and the formation of a thin fibrous capsule at the periphery of the implant. By inducing
porosity in the implant, the contact surface is increased and cellular infiltration is facilitated,
apparently increasing the inflammatory score. Such inflammation is indicative of a foreign
body reaction (FBR), a key reaction in evaluating the safety of a scaffold in tissue engineer-
ing applications. Indeed, once implanted, our material interacts with its surroundings,
through fluid, protein and cellular infiltration. Consisting of cellulose and PVA, the implant
was recognised as non-self, and the body undertakes inflammatory processes aimed at its
destruction or isolation from the rest of the body [75]. In the case of cellulose-based hydro-
gels, mild inflammation was also observed at 4 weeks and then disappeared at 8 weeks
as the fibrous capsule surrounding the implant was refined [76,77]. Lacking a cellulase
equivalent to breaking β 1-4 glycosidic bond in vivo, cellulose demonstrates slow in situ
degradation via particle macrophage phagocytosis. Cellulosic materials can persist in the
crystalline form up to 5 months after implantation [78]. To overcome such vivo stability and
to reinforce cellulose fibres usage as a biomaterial for tissue engineering, the degradation
of cellulose may bee modulated by incorporating cellulase into the material [79].

5. Conclusions

We have developed and characterised a material based on cellulose dialdehyde and
PVA, which has shown soft tissue-like mechanical properties, cytocompatibility and the
promising ability to form spheroid-like structures for the development of pharmacological
models. Investigations should be conducted on different cell types to confirm and charac-
terise these structures in terms of size, morphology, cell viability, metabolic activity and
dedifferentiation/differentiation potential. The stability of this material in vivo also makes
it a candidate for the development of raw, biochemically functionalized or cellularized
implantable matrices. The synthesis path of our material also offers the possibility to pro-
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duce innovative nanoscale culture substitutes for tissue engineering using nanocrystalline
cellulose.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/polym13203598/s1, Figure S1: Zoom of PVA and DAC-based composite scaffolds FT-IR
spectra.
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